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A detailed survey which examines the major developments in English society during this period of social crises, population decline, agarian
unrest, the introduction to enclosures - and political tensions particularly over succession.
The classic social history of the Great English Agricultural Uprising of 1839 by two of the greatest historians of our age. In our increasingly
mechanized age, the Swing revolts are a timely record of the relationship between technological advance, labour and poverty.With the onset
of the Industrial Revolution, capitalism swept from the cities into the countryside, and tensions mounted between agricultural workers and
employers. From 1830 on, a series of revolts, known as the ‘Swing’ shook England to its core. Landowners wanting to make their land more
profitable started to use machinery to harvest crops, causing widespread misery among rural communities. Captain Swing reveals the
background to that upheaval, from its rise to its fall, and shines a light on the people who tried to change the world and save their livelihoods.
'Hate Crime is essential reading for researchers, students and practitioners seeking to understand this complex and contested subject. It is
thoroughly researched and theoretically informed, but will be accessible to newcomers to the field and to people delivering practical
responses to offending and victimisation. Clearly written and with case-study illustrations, Chakroborti and Garland bring this challenging
subject to the reader in a vivid and readable form.' - Ben Bowling, Professor of Criminology, King’s College, London. This engaging and
thought-provoking text provides an accessible introduction to the subject of hate crime. In a world where issues of hatred and prejudice are
creating complex challenges for society and for governments, this book provides an articulate and insightful overview of how such issues
relate to crime and criminal justice. It offers comprehensive coverage, including topics such as: " racist hate crime " religiously motivated hate
crime " homophobic crime " gender and violence " disablist hate crime The book considers the challenges involved in policing hate crime, as
well as exploring the role of the media. Legislative developments are discussed throughout. Chapter summaries, case studies, a glossary and
advice on further reading all help to equip the reader with a clear understanding of this nuanced and controversial subject. Hate Crime is
essential reading for students and academics in criminology and criminal justice.
The Druids and the Arthurian legends are all most of us know about early Britain, from the Neolithic to the Iron Age (4500 BC-AD 43).
Drawing on archaeological discoveries and medieval Welsh texts like the Mabinogion, this book explores the religious beliefs of the ancient
Britons before the coming of Christianity, beginning with the megaliths--structures like Stonehenge--and the role they played in prehistoric
astronomy. Topics include the mysterious Beaker people of the Early Bronze Age, Iron Age evidence of the Druids, the Roman period and
the Dark Ages. The author discusses the myths of King Arthur and what they tell us about paganism, as well as what early churches and
monasteries reveal about the enigmatic Druids.
Featuring 11 chapters, each one with a detailed glossary, Learning to Care for People with Learning Disabilities is designed to be used as a
reference book in either the clinical setting, classroom or at home. Chapters are re-divided into discrete sections reflecting contemporary
Learning Disability nursing practice. References to care in a range of primary and secondary care settings are made throughout the book.
Each chapter begins with key points and concludes with a summary of the significant points to reinforce learning.
Develop a working knowledge of radiologic science as it applies to producing diagnostic-quality images — and prepare for the Veterinary
Technology National Exam (VTNE) — with Lavin’s Radiography for Veterinary Technicians, 7th Edition! Written in a way that is easy to follow
and understand, all aspects of imaging, including production, positioning, and evaluation of radiographs, are covered in this comprehensive
text. All chapters have been thoroughly reviewed, revised, and updated with vivid color equipment photos, positioning drawings, and detailed
anatomy drawings. From foundational concepts to the latest in diagnostic imaging, this text is a valuable resource for students, technicians,
and veterinarians alike! Comprehensive content explores the physics of radiography, the equipment, the origin of film artifacts, and
positioning and restraint of small, large, avian, and exotic animals. More than 1,000 full-color photos and updated radiographic images
visually demonstrate the relationship between anatomy and positioning. UNIQUE! Coverage of non-manual restraint techniques, including
sandbags, tape, rope, sponges, sedation, and combinations, improve safety and enhance radiation protection. Emphasis on digital imaging,
including quality factors and post-processing, keeps you up to date on the most recent developments in digital technology. UNIQUE! Dental
radiography chapter covers equipment types (film, digital, and computed radiography), safety, positioning, and reading the image for the dog
and cat to address the needs of both general and specialty veterinary technicians. Broad coverage of radiologic science, physics, imaging,
and protection provides you with the foundation needed to develop good imaging practices and techniques. NEW! Coverage of the latest
protocols ensures all-inclusive coverage.
In reading this book, your view of a backward, conservative Long Island will be challenged. Long Island NY is America's first suburb. The
book chronicles key highlights of the seventy-year time period 1945-2014 and describes the personal and organizational struggles and
accomplishments of Long Island social work pioneers and civil rights, environmental, disabilities, and mental health leaders during an exciting
and challenging time in Nassau and Suffolk Counties' history. The book features 630+ pages filled with inspirational stories, milestone events
and lessons learned by professionals and lay people. There are over 500 names of organizations and people; 75 photos of lay and
professional leaders; 100 Newsday headline stories concerning social issues; and 40 illustrations of "trail-blazing" projects in which Long
Island launched "firsts" in the state and/or nation. From the Foreword byRuth A. Brandwein, Ph.D., MSW, Professor Emerita and former
Dean, School of Social Welfare at Stony Brook University and former Commissioner, Suffolk County Department of Social Services:"I wish I
had had a book like this one when I entered the fray. It is a great Who's Who on Long Island, a primer of the cast of characters who have
struggled for social justice over decades and also provides a chronological catalogue of the many social service agencies that developed on
Long Island. To attempt to capture in one book the complexity of this sprawling place known as Long Island, and to do it through so many
years is a major accomplishment. Arfin has done a prodigious job in compiling an enormous array of information about people, programs and
policies over more than half a century, a time of great changes and upheavals. By framing the chapters in a national context, we are helped
to understand what was happening on Long Island within the political and economic currents of national social movements that were
occurring at the time.This book will be a valuable guide to those new to Long Island; it will be an excellent text for social work, human service,
public administration, political science and history students. Most of all, it will be an invaluable reminder to those of us who lived through
some or all of the struggles described. We will meet or reconnect with old friends and colleagues, we will understand better what motivated
people to do what they did. For me, learning the "back stories" of so many of my colleagues who had worked and struggled in Long Island
well before I arrived on the scene is invaluable,-- I just wish I had this book when I arrived. It could have saved me from making many
mistakes and would have helped me be more effective in my efforts."Spanish philosopher, essayist, novelist and poet George Santayana
said that "those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." History never quite repeats in the same way, but that
understanding can help us learn from the past to work for a better future.

The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be
prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared
this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 200 questions and answers for job
interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 200 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This
course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for
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any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
In this invaluable three-volume set, you'll get an analysis of every aspect of the statute from the plaintiffs' and defendants' side of
the courtroom - from direction on potential to considerations about choice of forum. This reference also gives you citations to state
and district court decisions and circuit-by-circuit breakdowns of leading decisions. Plus, you'll explore constitutional rights
enforceable under Section 1983, every facet of municipal liability and qualified immunity, bifurcating claims against officers and
municipalities, and more. Martin A. Schwartz, an expert of Section 1983 actions, goes a step further and provides positions on
open issues. Also available as part of the Section 1983 Litigation Complete Six-Volume Set.
Domestic burglary has fallen significantly over the past 20 years in many countries, but still remains a high volume crime. On top of
substantial financial loss and property damage, burglary also leads to high levels of anxiety and fear of crime. The research
presented in this book represents the first systematic study of what actually works in security interventions against burglary, with
cross-sectional data on different regions and socio-economic population groups. This work provides an overview of the scope of
the problem and what can be done about it, drawing on extensive research evidence from projects funded by the Economic and
Social Research Council (ESRC) Secondary Data Analysis Initiative (SDAI), and other sources. It reports detailed findings about
which interventions are most effective for different population groups and how these measures can be implemented. It includes
burglary prevention advice for homeowners, law enforcement and other public agencies, and makes recommendations for future
research. In addition to being relevant to concerned citizens, police, policy-makers and crime prevention practitioners, this book
will also be of interest to researchers in criminology and criminal justice, particularly those working on security and crime
prevention, as well as urban planning and public policy.
Second in the series, Royal Interlude is the sequel to Troubled Times. Will Howard and Hugh Fitzalan, although yearning to return
to their beloved Arundel Castle in Southern England, still find themselves embroiled in the trouble and chaos of war-torn France
during the waning years of the Hundred Years War. While they continue to advance their skills as young warriors and esquires,
and often find themselves in real combat battling the French, their Homeland struggles for a solution to endless war -- Victory or
Peace? One potential solution, perhaps, is for the young and eligible Henry VI of England to wed a suitable French Princess.
Charles VII has eligible daughters. But will the canny King of France allow Henry to wed one? And at what price? While plots and
intrigues ensue at the highest levels of both realms, Will and Hugh find themselves tasked with discovering the secret of arguably
the most powerful man in England, Sir William de la Pole, fourth Earl of Suffolk. King's Steward, and the King's best friend,
confidant, and chief negotiator, Suffolk struggles to hang on to the reins of power in a teetering world. What is he willing to sacrifice
for King and Realm? His own power, position, or wealth? Amidst the pomp and pageantry of royal marriage negotiations,
betrothels, and weddings, Will and Hugh uncover greed, corruption, and self-interest. But will they also find treason?
This is the history of Donald Keene's family down through the ages. It is a varied and fascinating history. This Keene lineage can
trace its ancestry through at least two lines that came to this continent on the Mayflower. Some were very involved in the
Revolution, and the Civil War, as well as served honorably in World War II, and Don served during the VietNam conflict. I have
spent several years researching this line, and it is the stories and origins that make it so interesting. As in all family histories, it is
not just the names and dates that make up who we are, but where we have been and where we came from.
Property Law Handbook 2013-2014Oxford University Press
This social work book is the first of its kind, describing practical steps that social workers can take to shape and influence both
policy and politics. It prepares social workers and social work students to impact political action and subsequent policy, with a
detailed real-world framework for turning ideas into concrete goals and strategies for effecting change. Tracing the roots of social
work in response to systemic social inequality, it clearly relates the tenets of social work to the challenges and opportunities of
modern social change. The book identifies the core domains of political social work, including engaging individuals and
communities in voting, influencing policy agendas, and seeking and holding elected office. Chapters elaborate on the necessary
skills for political social work, featuring discussion, examples, and critical thinking exercises in such vital areas as: Power,
empowerment, and conflict: engaging effectively with power in political settings. Getting on the agenda: assessing the political
context and developing political strategy. Planning the political intervention: advocacy and electoral campaigns. Empowering
voters Persuasive political communication. Budgeting and allocating resources. Evaluating political social work efforts. Making
ethical decisions in political social work. Political Social Work is a potent reference for social work professionals, practitioners, and
students seeking core political knowledge and skills to practically advance their work. For specialists and generalists alike, it
solidifies political action as vital for the evolution of the field.
Dodie Smith’s classic tale adapted into a playful and stylish new picture book Dalmatians Pongo and Missis live in London with
their beloved owners. When Missis finds out she’s going to have puppies, they’re all thrilled! But, Missis doesn’t just have one
puppy . . . or two . . . or three . . . she has fifteen! When the puppies go missing, Pongo and Missis know that there’s only one
woman who can be behind the dognapping: the notorious Cruella de Vil. They strike out across the city and—with a little help from
the street dogs of London—rescue their pups and many, many more from a terrible fate.
Offering a uniquely modern, balanced approach, Tussy/Koenig's PREALGEBRA, Fifth Edition, integrates the best of traditional drill
and practice with the best elements of the reform movement. To many developmental math students, algebra is like a foreign
language. They have difficulty translating the words, their meanings, and how they apply to problem solving. Emphasizing the
language of algebra, the text's fully integrated learning process is designed to expand students' reasoning abilities and teach them
how to read, write, and think mathematically. It blends instructional approaches that include vocabulary, practice, and well-defined
pedagogy with an emphasis on reasoning, modeling, communication, and technology skills. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Subversive Champagne re-examines the 1960s cult television series, The Avengers, through a close analysis of 25 filmed
episodes. The book examines how The Avengers - during the classic Emma Peel era (1964-1967) - was continually shifting the
boundaries of audience expectation, defying both genre classification and viewers' traditional desire for kitchen sink drama.
Subversive Champagne centres on eighteen episodes from the monochrome Peel Season 4 - widely acknowledged as the artistic
pinnacle of the series. It is in this era - caught between video-tape and colour film - that The Avengers was undergoing arguably its
most profound stylistic and thematic transitions, from mild eccentricity to something genuinely experimental. The author extends
his journey into the exhilarating but 'uneven' colour Season 5, adding chapters on seven more episodes, thus allowing us to
explore the entire Emma Peel era. Entertaining froth or groundbreaking art? Rediscover the most iconic show in television history.
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In this in this riveting and revealing book, Steve Levy, gives a gripping account of the real-life liberal bias in the media. Once his
county's most popular politician, Steve shares a shocking story about how the media treats a politician who switches parties from
Democrat to Republican. Few books have been written about switching political affiliations, its repercussions and its
consequences.
Bias in the Media explores how the liberal media tries to shape the outcome of elections by:
1.Omitting information opposing their agenda
2. Printing outright false information
3. Determining who will be quoted in articles
4. Making morality decisions on what is "right" or correct

When Steve Levy was the Democratic county executive of New York's largest suburban county, he believed that complaints of
liberal media bias were exaggerated. But after switching parties, running for governor and living in the shoes of a Republican office
holder, he came to the conclusion that the bias is not only real, but is actually understated. The change in media coverage Levy
experienced firsthand after switching his party from Democrat to Republican was nothing less than startling.
"During his years in Long Island politics and government Steve Levy bravely confronted and exposed the shameless hypocrisy,
self-righteousness and left wing bias which pervade Newsday and the New York Times. Now, as an author, he convincingly
completes the job. 'Bias In The Media' is a must read!" ~ Congressman Pete King
"Steve Levy gives you a real perspective of public service from the satisfaction of serving citizens to the incredible tribulations
involved in switching parties...his unique perspective is all spelled out in this fascinating read." ~Brian Kilmeade , Fox News
The Property Law Handbook is the perfect companion to guide you through the intricacies of the conveyancing process. Drawing
on the authors' considerable experience of legal practice, and suitable for use on courses with either a residential or a commercial
conveyancing focus, the book offers lively and accessible explanations of often complex processes. With highly practical guidance
on how to approach each stage of a conveyancing transaction in practice, this book is ideal for use as a core text on the Legal
Practice Course or as a valuable source of reference where knowledge of the conveyancing process is essential. Online
Resources This book is also supported by an Online Resource Centre which includes: Student resources Multiple choice
questions Case study documentation Guide to completing prescribed clauses in leases Problem questions and answer guidance
Interactive timelines Web chapter A: commonhold Lists of wider reading and websites for further information Lecturer resources
Figures from the book
A memoir of formative years spent on a series of communes: A “wonderful account of a frankly ghastly childhood . . . Hilarious and
heartbreaking” (Daily Mail). At the age of six, Tim Guest was taken by his mother to a commune modeled on the teachings of the
notorious Indian guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh. The Bhagwan preached an eclectic doctrine of Eastern mysticism, chaotic
therapy, and sexual freedom, and enjoyed inhaling laughing gas, preaching from a dentist's chair, and collecting Rolls Royces. Tim
and his mother were given Sanskrit names, dressed entirely in orange, and encouraged to surrender themselves into their new
family. While his mother worked tirelessly for the cause, Tim—or Yogesh, as he was now called—lived a life of well-meaning but
woefully misguided neglect in various communes in England, Oregon, India, and Germany. In 1985 the movement collapsed amid
allegations of mass poisonings, attempted murder, and tax evasion, and Yogesh was once again Tim. In this extraordinary
memoir, Tim Guest chronicles the heartbreaking experience of being left alone on earth while his mother hunted heaven. “An
intelligent, wry, openhearted memoir of surviving a childhood and a cultural phenomenon that were both extraordinary.” —Booklist
(starred review)
This book offers you a brief, but very involved look into the operations in the drilling of an oil & gas wells that will help you to be
prepared for job interview at oil & gas companies. From start to finish, you'll see a general prognosis of the drilling process. If you
are new to the oil & gas industry, you'll enjoy having a leg up with the knowledge of these processes. If you are a seasoned oil &
gas person, you'll enjoy reading what you may or may not know in these pages. This course provides a non-technical overview of
the phases, operations and terminology used on offshore drilling platforms. It is intended also for non-drillling personnel who work
in the offshore drilling, exploration and production industry. This includes marine and logistics personnel, accounting,
administrative and support staff, environmental professionals, etc. No prior experience or knowledge of drilling operations is
required. This course will provide participants a better understanding of the issues faced in all aspects of drilling operations, with a
particular focus on the unique aspects of offshore operations.

This is an ideal guide to the conveyancing process. Combining accessible overviews of conveyancing procedure with a
pragmatic approach, enhanced by case studies, examples and professional conduct points throughout, this text equips
the reader with the knowledge and skills required to conduct conveyancing transactions in practice.
In recent years the number of Americans who have decided to handle their own legal affairs without the help of a lawyer
has skyrocketed. Ranging from people writing their own wills or drafting a contract to those trying to represent
themselves in court, they’re going to public and academic libraries for answers. As both an attorney and a librarian,
Healy’s background makes him uniquely qualified to advise library staff on providing users with the legal information they
seek, and in this handbook, he Provides a concise orientation on legal research, including strategies for finding
information quickly and a handpicked compendium of the best resources Offers guidance on how to provide advice on
legal research while steering clear of liability Covers federal legal reference as well as all 50 states, with a
comprehensive list of web-based legal resources Library staff can provide valuable and ethical legal reference guidance
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with the practical guidance in this book.
The history of the lifeboat service from East Anglia to East Sussex. Covering both daring rescues and the boats in
service.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always
important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav
International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so
common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook
contains 150 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS 230 links to video movies. This course covers
aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any
position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
This carefully crafted ebook: “The Complete Histories / History Plays of William Shakespeare” is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. The Historical Plays by William Shakespeare are 10 of
Shakespeare's plays about English history and and include the outliers King John and Henry VIII as well as a continuous
sequence of eight plays covering the Wars of the Roses. Shakespeare explicitly chose to include and exclude certain
events to make certain (but sometimes unclear) points. Table of Contents: King John The Tragedy Of King Richard The
Second King Henry IV, The First Part King Henry IV, Second Part King Henry V King Henry VI, First Part King Henry The
Sixth, Second Part King Henry The Sixth, Third Part The Tragedy Of King Richard III King Henry The Eighth William
Shakespeare (1564 – 1616) was an English poet and playwright, widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English
language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's national poet and the "Bard of Avon". His
extant works, including some collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long narrative poems, and a few
other verses, the authorship of some of which is uncertain.
In late 2006 the everyday life of the quiet rural town of Ipswich was shattered by the discovery of the bodies of five
women. The residents of London Road had struggled for years with the soliciting and kerb-crawling that they frequently
encountered. As Steve Wright, the occupant of No. 79, was arrested, charged and then convicted of the murders, the
immediate community grappled with the media frenzy and what it meant to be at the epicentre of this tragedy. Playwright
Alecky Blythe recorded extensive interviews with the people of Ipswich. Composer Adam Cork's score is a response to
the melodic and rhythmic speech patterns captured on those recordings. London Road is an experimental and
challenging work which reveals the ways in which even the darkest experiences can engender a greater sense of our
mutual dependence.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is
published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions
prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the
Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
A record of crests of Suffolk and Norfolk families arranged by charge or object, covering 600 years and c.8,000 names.
This carefully crafted ebook: “The Complete Works of William Shakespeare” is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. William Shakespeare is recognized as one of the greatest writers of all time,
known for works like "Hamlet," "Much Ado About Nothing," "Romeo and Juliet," "Othello," "The Tempest," and many
other works. With the 154 poems and 37 plays of Shakespeare's literary career, his body of works are among the most
quoted in literature. Shakespeare created comedies, histories, tragedies, and poetry. Despite the authorship
controversies that have surrounded his works, the name of Shakespeare continues to be revered by scholars and writers
from around the world. William Shakespeare (1564 – 1616) was an English poet and playwright, widely regarded as the
greatest writer in the English language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. He is often called England's national poet
and the "Bard of Avon". His extant works, including some collaborations, consist of about 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two long
narrative poems, and a few other verses, the authorship of some of which is uncertain.
This new edition of the bestselling Responding to Domestic Violence explores the response to domestic violence today,
not only by the criminal justice system, but also by public and non-profit social service and health care agencies. After
providing a brief theoretical overview of the causes of domestic violence and its prevalence in our society, the authors
cover such key topics as barriers to intervention, variations in arrest practices, the role of state and federal legislation,
and case prosecution. Focusing on both victims and offenders, the book includes unique chapters on models for judicial
intervention, domestic violence and health, and children and domestic violence. In addition, this edition provides an indepth discussion of the concept of coercive control in domestic violence and its importance in understanding victim
needs. Finally, this volume includes international perspectives in order to broaden the reader's understanding of
alternative responses to the problem of domestic violence.
An inside look into why Millennials are rejecting careers in politics, and what this means for the future of America's
political system Millennials are often publically criticized for being apathetic about the American political process and their
lack of interest in political careers. But what do millennials themselves have to say about the prospect of holding political
office? Are they as uninterested in political issues and the future of the American political system as the media suggests?
Out of the Running goes directly to the source and draws from extensive research, including over 50 interviews, with
graduate students in elite institutions that have historically been a direct link for their graduates into state or federal
elected office: Harvard Law, Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, and Boston’s Suffolk University Law School.
Shauna Shames, herself a young graduate of Harvard University, suggests that millennials are not uninterested; rather,
they don’t believe that a career in politics is the best way to create change. Millennials view the system as corrupt or
inefficient and are particularly skeptical about the fundraising, frenzied media attention, and loss of privacy that have
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become staples of the American electoral process. They are clear about their desire to make a difference in the world but
feel that the “broken” political system is not the best way to do so—a belief held particularly by millennial women and
women of color. The implications of Shames’ argument are crucial for the future of the American political system—how
can a system adapt and grow if qualified, intelligent leaders are not involved? An engaging and accessible resource for
anyone who follows American politics, Out of the Running highlights the urgent need to fix the American political system,
as an absence of diverse millennial candidates leaves its future in a truly precarious position. Instructor's Guide
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always
important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav
International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so
common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook
contains 150 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 230 video movies for a better
understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and
Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
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